
5 Key Upscaling Strategies 
For Your Business



Introduction

AHR Corporate Advisory Services is an Owner-Managed, SME focused bespoke 

advisory firm bringing top-tier advisory capability to the SME sector.

This is another in a series of Thought Leadership pieces addressing topics that are 

relevant to the owner-managed segment. In this article we provide insights, based 

on our experience, as to how businesses can strategically grow their operations, 

often referred to as scaling. 



1. An Introduction to Scaling

Quite often when a business starts its operations it is due to a latent 

demand for the product or service in a new product/service area or a 

particular segment or geography. In other words, the owner(s) have 

identified a gap in the market and there is existing demand within the 

market to soak up the initial supply the new entity produces. This is of 

course not true of all start-ups but many an entrepreneur can associate 

with this set of circumstances. 

As a result of that latent demand, the organisation can quite often 

experience excellent initial growth of the business, which can last several 

years. Through this growth the business owner (s) have done an excellent 

job of seizing the opportunity, getting the product or service to market, 

organizing supply chains and ultimately meeting the demand that exists.

Over time however, as the business grows into existing demand patterns, 

the owner (s) can often find that the business has reached a plateau and that 

to continue the upward trajectory the business has successfully 

experienced, something needs to change. 

It is at this point that the true art of scaling comes into play and the next 

moves made by the business owner (s) can often determine how the future 

will look, be it bright or be it a challenge. 

A well thought through scaling strategy, which incorporates a thorough 

as-is assessment of the business together with a look forward to the 

inevitable shifting dynamics of the external marketplace is a crucial first 

step to an effective scaling strategy. Companies that do this and put rigor 

into their future direction typically scale as desired. Those that don’t and 

instead fall into a change program based on feel or instinct, will typically 

struggle to scale effectively as not all the permutations and combinations 

associated with a go forward strategy will have been considered. 

In addition, it is highly likely that costly mistakes will be made, which we 

will explore further in a subsequent paper.   



2. Performing your As-Is assessment

Starting a change program by first understanding the current position of the business is simple in 

concept but can be difficult to execute in practice, particularly if you have not performed such a review 

previously or are guilty of “being in the weeds” and therefore challenged to take a step back to provide 

perspective.

It can also be difficult to look at the world differently to the way you have been operating historically so 

having an open mind and taking a holistic approach is a key first step. Typical areas to focus when looking 

at a scaling as-is assessment would encompass:

• Current market trends – local, global and industry specific. Identifying and acting on emerging 

trends helps a business to develop market opportunities, especially in product innovation. In all 

industries, trends will evolve and therefore so does consumer spending habits. If you’re not evolving 

as quickly as your customers would like you risk declining revenues. Often this is a slow decline, and 

business leaders will assume a “bad” month but unfortunately if you have missed the trend its often 

too late to recapture -therefore listen to your customers and watch your competitors. 

• Customer activity – preferences, frequency of purchase and volumes. Customers can be 

unpredictable with procurement, and like it or not your organization is contingent on the customers’ 

next purchase. Identifying procurement behaviors, such as preferences, frequency and volumes will 

enable you to understand the financial importance every customer has on the business. This in turn 

enables you to better forecast your future cashflows. 



• Product offering – fast moving, obsolescence and 

shortages. Linked back to the customer and market 

trends, companies must have one-eye on satisfying 

customer demand, while attempting to second guess 

what may be required next.  By undertaking a 

review of fast moving, obsolescence and regular 

shortages, excess investment in to aged or expired 

stock can be avoided, and your business can 

continue to satisfy its clients – a simple means to 

overcome both of these risk factors is to work with 

the customers in creating a forecast.

• Geographic activity – hot markets, growing demand 

and declining activity. By reviewing your current 

geographic area versus potential geographic 

expansion, you have the opportunity to 

differentiate, potentially creating a more consistent 

revenue stream. Should your domestic market slow 

down, expanding your reach could provide 

protective advantage during slower economic times 

at home. If it really is a neighboring region, without 

your expansion the backdoor could be open to 

competitors.

• Personnel and team productivity – client focus and 

time on road vs in office. In any business the 

personnel are the drivers of the actions, and 

therefore having a diverse and driven team is 

essential to achieve business objectives. Ensuring 

that all members of the business team are delivering 

efficiently against objectives will ensure the 

business move forward– this leads us to a future 

paper on Human Resources and especially 

performance reviews and key metrics.



3. Creating your scaling plan

Your as-is assessment provides the necessary benchmark from which to create your scaling plan. It will 

identify, within the context of the key areas described above, where your strengths and weaknesses lie 

and where your business needs to pivot to scale effectively. 

The natural next step is therefore to build from the as-is assessment to create your scaling strategy. In 

developing your scaling strategy and your go forward plan there are several areas that are important to 

consider, including:

• Thinking big – an important consideration in effective scaling is to think big. Setting targets that 

stretch the business will ensure it continues to drive for improved performance. Achievable targets 

tend to lead to under performance.

• Ensure your plan incorporates each of the key 5 areas described above to build from your current 

position to the future state. Your building blocks for success must capture your perspective of future 

state of each of these 5 areas.

• Ensure that your goals and KPI’s are SMART – specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and 

time-bound.



You would consider this to be your organic growth plan as you look at what you currently do with the 

same products or services in the same markets. What you are attempting to do however is achieve some 

strategic changes to the as-is platform. We refer to this being a “forced organic” strategy.

Some examples of where the key 5 principles may have evolved since business inception that may have 

an impact on the future state of the business are:

• Global trends – we have seen dramatic changes in ESG over the past 10+ years which significantly 

change the way entities engage with their clients and customers.

• Digitisation is another excellent example where buying habits have changed dramatically to an 

online world.

Some of the benefits of an inorganic over an organic growth approach include:

• Generally quicker market access.

• Accelerated market bandwidth. 

• Possibly a competitive advantage, if for example you are taking a competitor out of the market.

• Rapid scaling may improve your own purchasing power in the market.

• Potentially a more competitive employment landscape as you scale.

Key here, however, is to consider a range of options that will effectively address the market you believe 

is available to you. Think big and strive to take the market share through a range of organic and inorganic 

activities.   



4. Measuring what matters

Having performed your as-is assessment and as you build out your scaling plan, important next step 

considerations are measurability and accountability. 

Without alignment across the key stakeholders in the organization, your plan is never likely to be 

realized. Buy-in to the plan is important at all levels from ownership/leadership through to the most 

junior members of your sales team. Each stakeholder has a role to play in the journey and so without 

alignment it is unlikely the journey will be realized.

An effective plan will be one with cascading responsibility so that all team members at all levels are clear 

as to their remit and their sphere of influence to not confuse, duplicate, or potentially frustrate 

customers and clients. 

Similarly, each stakeholder will need to be accountable for the delivery of the plan. It is therefore 

important that each stakeholder understands their expected level of delivery – which will be stretched 

targets. Accordingly, key metrics will need to be in place both collectively and individually. 

Setting clear roles and responsibilities is also an important consideration in measuring success. This is 

particularly true for the sales team who need to be razor focused on delivery the sales plan. It is 

therefore key that they are not distracted by tasks or taking responsibility for aspects that better sit 

elsewhere in the business. 

Key to the success of delivering on the plan will be a sense of togetherness and a collective spirit to 

ensure success. Leadership of the business plays a significant role in making this happen and so having 

the right tone at the top is essential.



5. Implementation and monitoring

The principal contributive factor for long-term growth and success lies 

in the ability to deploy your strategy. No matter how good the company’s 

products or services are, if the strategy is not implemented and executed 

successfully, results will never be realized. Unfortunately, implementation 

is where many businesses fail. 

Successful implementation depends upon clear and concise 

communication throughout the business. The leadership team must 

align on the message and identify how this is presented to individuals, 

teams, and stakeholders as there is no one size fits all. How it is 

presented to the business will likely differ between departments.  

Integral to a successful communication approach is the need to gain 

buy-in from stakeholder teams. This includes articulating why a strategy 

is not just advantageous to the business but to the individuals at a 

personal level also. This topic will be discussed further in a future paper.

Once a strategy is executed, regular monitoring and evaluation is  

necessary to assess the effectiveness of the strategy.

The most effective scaling strategies aren’t created overnight instead 

they take time and are dynamic which means mistakes made need to 

be learned from over time.



    Conclusion

Businesses that successfully evolve and continue to grow beyond their early stages are those that have 

carefully considered and planned scaling strategies. 

However, identifying, building and executing the strategy is not straightforward and requires rigour. 

Being structured in approach and driving accountability throughout the organisation to deliver on the 

plan is essential to collective success. 

Thinking big, driving accountability and regularly monitoring progress against plan are essential 

ingredients to a successful rollout.    

And don’t be afraid to make changes. Your scaling plan is not cast in  stone and if changes need to be 

made along the journey, then make  sure you make them. Business is dynamic and hence your scaling plan 

also needs to be.

The authors are both experienced professionals with over 50 years of 
experience of advising companies across a range of complex topics.

For further information on the authors and AHR Corporate Advisory Services, contact 

Paul Donnely or Steve Drake at paul.donnelly@ahr-corporate.com and 

steve.drake@ahr-corporate.com 
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If you would like to know more about AHR Corporate Advisory 
Services or would like to speak with our Managing Partners, please 
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